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Abstract: The large number of terms denoting 
concepts and practices associated with sustainable 
agriculture systems constitute one of the most 
confusing corpuses of terms in modern agriculture. 
This phenomenon should not worry as most of these 
concepts and practices have appeared recently and 
they need time to “settle”. 
 

Apstrakt: Veliki broj izraza koji označavaju 
pojmove vezane uz sustave održive poljoprivrede  
uzrokuju zabune glede vokabulara u suvremenoj 
poljoprivredi.Ova pojava ne treba zabrinjavati jer 
većina pojmova se tek nedavno pojavila I treba 
vremena da se ustali. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Sustainable agriculture has addressed, ever since the concept appeared, ecological, 
economic, social and philosophical issues in its battle against the prevailing agricultural 
system, variously called ‘conventional farming’, ‘modern agriculture’, or ‘industrial farming’ 
that, it is true, has delivered tremendous gains in productivity and efficiency, but also a series 
of concerns. If agriculture profoundly affects many ecological systems through the negative 
effects of current practices, if economic and social problems associated with agriculture can 
not be separated from external economic and social pressures because of the barriers to a 
sustainable and equitable food supply system, if there are potential health hazards tied to sub-
therapeutic use of antibiotics in animal production, and pesticide and nitrate contamination of 
water and food in humans, if the challenge of defining and dealing with the problems 
associated with today's food production system is inherently laden with controversy and 
emotion, things do not get simpler with the blooming of new agricultural concept and practices 
whose definitions are inevitably compromises among differing world views, sets of values, etc. 
One thing is sure: we can analyse the terms (words or phrases) defining them to make them 
more easily to understand. 
 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 We have inventoried 79 such concepts and practices (some of which are synonyms): 
agriculture in concert with the environment, agri-environmental indicator, agrobiodiversity, 
agroecology, alley cropping, alternative agriculture, alternative farming, best management 
practices, bio-control, biodiversity, biodynamic agriculture, biodynamic farming, 
biodynamics, biointensive gardening, biointensive  integrated pest management, biological 
control, biological farming, biotechnology, carrying capacity, community food system, 
conservation buffer strips, conservation tillage, contour buffer strips, controlled grazing 
systems, ecological farming, environmental indicators, farmland preservation, farmland 
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protection, field borders, filter strips, food circle, foodshed, grassed waterways, 
grassfarming, hedgerow, high-intensity low-frequency grazing, holistic management, 
holistic range management, holistic resource management, integrated farming systems, 
integrated food and farming systems, integrated pest management, intensive grazing 
systems, Kyusei nature farming, local food system, low input agriculture, low input farming 
systems, low-input sustainable agriculture, management intensive grazing, mini-farming, 
minimum tillage, mulch-till, natural farming, nature farming, no-till(age), nutrient 
management, organic farming, pasture-based farming, permaculture, precision agriculture, 
precision farming, prescription farming, reduced-till, regenerative agriculture, ridge-till, 
riparian forest buffers, rotational grazing, rotational tillage, shelterbelt, site-specific 
management, strip-till, sustainable agriculture research and education, sustainable 
development, time-controlled grazing, voisin management grazing, whole farm planning, 
windbreak, zero tillage, and zone tillage. 
 We then selected only the words formed with the help of combining forms, as the 
other cases, from far more numerous, shall be subjected to another analysis. The terms thus 
selected were analysed from the point of view of their structure (combining form and basic 
word) to see if we can draw any conclusion at all about the trends in the modern agricultural 
nomenclature. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 Of the 79 concepts and practices associated with sustainable agricultural systems, 
9 are designated by words formed with the help of combining forms (11%), the rest being 
compounds with 2, 3, or more elements (89%).  
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Figure 1 Concepts and practices associated with sustainable agricultural systems:  
1. Words formed with combining forms. 2. Other cases. 

 
 A combining form is, in grammar, ‘a linguistic form that occurs only in combination 
with other forms’ not specifying the placement before or after the element to which the form is 
attached (W), or as ‘a bound form (or bound morpheme) used in conjunction with another 
linguistic element in the formation of a word’ (Chalker & Weiner, 1994). 
 In word formation, a combining form may conjoin with: 

- an independent word (mini- + skirt), 
- another combining form (photo- + -graphy), or 
- an affix (cephal- + ic), 
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being thus distinct from an affix, which can be added to either a free word or a combining form 
but not solely to another affix (W), adjusting the sense of a base (e.g. ex-, un-) or changing the 
word-class of the base (e.g. -ation, -ise) (Chalker & Weiner, 1994). 
 There are three types of combining forms: 

- forms borrowed from Greek or Latin that are derivatives of independent nouns, 
adjectives, or verbs in those languages: these combining forms, used in the 
formation of learned coinages, often semantically parallel independent words in 
English (e.g. cardio- in relation to heart, -phile in relation to lover) and usually 
appear only in combination with other combining forms of Greek or Latin origin 
(bibliophile, not *bookphile); 

- forms of free-standing English words: such combining forms usually have only 
single, restricted senses of the free words, and may differ from the words 
phonetically (-land, -man, -proof, -wide, -worthy); 

- forms extracted from existing free words and used as bound forms, typically 
maintaining the meaning of the free words, or some facet of them (-aholic, -gate, 
heli-, mini-, -orama, para-).  

 These newly formed words are as follows: 
 - agrobiodiversity [?1997] (< agro- from Gk agrós tilled land ‘a combining form 
meaning field, soil, crop production used in the formation of compound words’, bio- ‘a 
combining form meaning life occurring in loanwords from Greek and used in the formation of 
compound words’, and diversity ‘the state or fact of being diverse’) is defined as ‘a 
fundamental feature of farming systems around the world’ encompassing many types of 
biological resources tied to agriculture, such as: genetic resources (the essential living 
materials of plants and animals); edible plants and crops (including traditional varieties, 
cultivars, hybrids, and other genetic material developed by breeders); livestock (small and 
large, lineal breeds or thoroughbreds) and freshwater fish; soil organisms vital to soil fertility, 
structure, quality, and soil health; naturally occurring insects, bacteria, and fungi that control 
insect pests and diseases of domesticated plants and animals; agroecosystem components and 
types (poly-cultural/monocultural, small/large scale, rainfed/irrigated, etc.) indispensable for 
nutrient cycling, stability, and productivity; ‘wild’ resources (species and elements) of natural 
habitats and landscapes that can provide services (e.g. pest control and ecosystem stability) to 
agriculture (Lorin Ann Thrupp, 1997, quoted by Gold, 1999); 
 - agroecology [?1987] (< agro- from Gk agrós tilled land ‘a combining form meaning 
field, soil, crop production used in the formation of compound words’, and ecology ‘the branch 
of biology dealing with the relations and interactions between organisms and their 
environment, including other organisms’) has a broad definition implying a number of features 
about society and production that go well beyond the limits of the agricultural field ‘a more 
environmentally and socially sensitive approach to agriculture, one that focuses not only on 
production, but also on the ecological sustainability of the productive system’, and a narrow 
one ‘the study of purely ecological phenomena within the crop field, such as predator/prey 
relations, or crop/weed competition’ (Susanna B. Hecht, 1987, quoted by Gold, 1999); 
 - bio-control [1920-1925] (< bio- ‘a combining form meaning life occurring in 
loanwords from Greek and used in the formation of compound words’, and control ‘prevention 
of the flourishing or spread of something undesirable’) is defined by language dictionaries as 
‘the control of pests by interference with their ecological status, as by introducing a natural 
enemy or a pathogen into the environment’ (W) or as ‘man's use of a specially chosen living 
organism (predator, parasite, or disease) to control a particular pest (weeds, plant pathogens, 
vertebrates and insects)’ (David Orr, Steve Bambara, and James Baker, 1997, quoted by Gold, 
1999); 
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 - biodiversity [?] (< bio- ‘a combining form meaning life occurring in loanwords from 
Greek and used in the formation of compound words’, and diversity ‘the state or fact of being 
diverse’) is, at its simplest level, ‘the sum total of all the plants, animals, fungi and micro-
organisms in the world, or in a particular area; all of their individual variation; and all the 
interactions between them’ (Peter H. Raven, 1994, quoted by Gold, 1999); 
 - biodynamics [?] (< bio- ‘a combining form meaning life occurring in loanwords 
from Greek and used in the formation of compound words’, and dynamics ‘the branch of 
mechanics that deals with the motion and equilibrium of systems under the action of forces, 
usually from outside the system’) is defined by language dictionaries as ‘the branch of biology 
dealing with energy or the activity of living organisms’ (W) or as ‘a biodynamic method in 
which certain herbal preparations that guide the decomposition processes in manures and 
compost are central’ (1985-1986 Year End Report, quoted by Gold, 1999); 
 - biotechnology [1940-1945] (< bio- ‘a combining form meaning life occurring in 
loanwords from Greek and used in the formation of compound words’, and technology ‘the 
branch of knowledge that deals with the creation and use of technical means and their 
interrelation with life, society, and the environment, drawing upon such subjects as industrial 
art, engineering, applied science, and pure science’) is defined by language dictionaries as ‘the 
use of living organisms or other biological systems in the manufacture of drugs or other 
products or for environmental management, as in waste recycling (micro-organisms to degrade 
oil slicks or organic waste, genetically engineered bacteria to produce human hormones, and 
monoclonal antibodies to identify antigens)’ (W). More recently, products such as plants 
engineered for herbicide tolerance or insect resistance, and bacteria engineered to produce 
drugs for livestock may point to reduced chemical use and other sustainable applications in 
agriculture (Shaping an Agriculture for the Twenty-First Century: Biotechnology, 1999, quoted 
by Gold, 1999); 
 - mini-farming [1995] (< mini- ‘a combining form obtained by shortening of 
miniature, minimal, or minimum, with the meanings of a small or reduced size in comparison 
with others of its kind; limited in scope, intensity, or duration’, and farming ‘the business of 
operating a farm’) is defined as ‘a production system (including double-dug, raised beds, 
intensive planting, composting, companion planting, and whole system synergy) that makes it 
possible for one person to grow all of his or her family's food using truly sustainable methods 
that maintain the fertility of the soil without relying on non-renewable resources like 
petrochemicals or imported organic matter’ (John Jeavons, 1995, and Biointensive: A 
Sustainable Solution To Growing Food, 1999, quoted by Gold, 1999). 
 Two other coinages have been formed with “combining forms” that have not yet 
acquired this status, but that behave as such: 
 - no-till(age) [1965-1970] (< no ‘used before a noun to convey the opposite of the 
noun’s meaning’, and tillage ‘the operation, practice, or art of tilling land’) is defined by 
language dictionaries as ‘the planting of crops by direct seeding without ploughing, using 
herbicides as necessary to control weeds’ (W) or as ‘a specific type of conservation tillage (a 
broad range of soil tillage systems that leave residue cover on the soil surface, substantially 
reducing the effects of soil erosion from wind and water, minimizing nutrient loss, decreased 
water storage capacity, crop damage, and decreased farmability, leaving the soil is undisturbed 
from harvest to planting except for nutrient amendment, and accomplishing weed control 
primarily with herbicides, limited cultivation, and, in more sustainable systems, with cover 
crops)’ (Conservation Technology Information Center, 1999, quoted by Gold, 1999); 
 - permaculture [late 1970s] (< perm(a)- ‘permanent’, and culture ‘the art or practice 
of cultivating the soil; tillage’) is defined as ‘an alternative sustainable agriculture system 
emphasizing the location of each element in a landscape, and the evolution of landscape over 
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time, and aiming at producing an efficient, low-maintenance integration of plants, animals, 
people and structure, etc. applied at the scale of a home garden, all the way through to a large 
farm’ (John Quinney, 1986, Andrew Jeeves, 1999, and Bill Mollison, 1999, quoted by Gold, 
1999). 
 It is interesting to note that the most productive combining form is bio- (4 
occurrences), ‘a combining form meaning life occurring in loanwords from Greek and used in 
the formation of compound words’, followed by agro- (2 occurrences), a combining form from 
Gk agrós tilled land, and mini- (1 occurrence), a combining form obtained by shortening of 
miniature, minimal, or minimum.   
 Thus, there are 2 combining forms borrowed from Greek (bio- and agro-) with 6 
occurrences (67%) and 1 combining form extracted from an existing free word (mini-) with 
1 occurrence (11%). Though they have not yet acquired the status of combining form, no- (1 
occurrence) and perm(a)- (1 occurrence) behave as such (22%).  
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Figure 2.Types of combining forms: 1. Combining forms borrowed from Greek.  
2. Combining forms extracted from an existing free word. 3. Other cases. 

 
These combining forms have conjoined only with independent words (control, 

culture, diversity (2 occurrences), dynamics, ecology, farming, technology, and tillage) 
closely related to agricultural practices, and never with other combining forms or with 
affixes. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 All these concepts and practices have very literal meanings that have been coloured 
by their historic use and practitioners' experiences. Such as they are, these terms design 
concepts and practices that simply defy definition, but that have provided ‘talking points’ not 
only for agriculturists, but also for linguists.   

Most of the newly formed words are, naturally, learned coinages (67%) that continue 
the long-lasting tradition of renewing scientific vocabulary, but the large share of words 
formed with combining forms extracted from existing free words or with developing 
“combining forms” (33%) shows that the English language of agriculture can also appeal to 
“unorthodox” means of enriching its vocabulary in its seek for new words to designate new 
realities in agriculture, i.e. new agricultural concepts and practices associated with 
sustainable agricultural systems. 
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